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Abstract: One of the most challenging problems encountered in wireless data communication is Multipath broadcasting. 
It introduces signal fading, delay spread, and Doppler spread, and can significantly impair the performance of a data 
communication system. For low-error-rate, high-speed wireless data communications Multi-path mitigation techniques 
such as adaptive decision-feedback equalizers (ADFE) are thus required. This paper examines these methods for 
wireless data communications. It is the efficient way for solving the signal fading problems. But, wireless radio 
channels exhibit frequency-selective fading which causes inter-symbol interference (ISI), as a result the receiver alone 
cannot provide satisfactory performance, and more effective signal processing techniques are often required. Adaptive 
equalization is known to be an effective measure against ISI. In this paper two versions of Least Mean Square (LMS) 
algorithm i.e., Normalized LMS and Variable step size LMS algorithms are proposed for adaptive decision feedback 
equalizer, which is suitable for cancellation of ISI and high data rate wireless. In the transmission of digital signals 
physical channels can be rarely represented by a nondistorting channel model with additive noise. The performance 
analysis of various adaptive algorithms is done in terms of bit error rate (BER) and signal to noise ratio (SNR). The 
variable step size ADFE shows better performance compared to normalized LMS.
Keywords: Adaptive, Bit error rate, Equalizer, ISI, Variable Step size.

IntRoDUCtIon1. 
In a wireless communication channel, the desired signal from the transmitter antenna generally propagates to the 
receiver antenna through several different paths. This phenomenon is called multipath propagation. Multipath 
propagation is caused due to the multiple reflections originated by reflectors and scatterers in the environment. 
Possible reflectors and scatterers may contain hills, mountains and trees in rural areas, buildings and vehicles 
in urban environments, or floors and walls in indoor environments. Therefore the receiver antenna will receive 
several copies of the transmitted signal. The output of the receiver antenna is the sum of the multiple transmitted 
signal copies weighted by the antenna gain pattern. Delay spread is caused due to the multipath propagation.
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In a digital communication system, narrow pulse sequence is used to indicate the stream of desired signal 
bits. Due to delay spread, each narrow pulse is widens in time when transmitted through a wireless channel. As 
a result, succeeding pulses interfere with each other, causing inter-symbol interference (ISI). This problem can 
be overcome by a special form of discrete time filter which is known as equalizer.

Equalizer is a filter that compensates the scattering effect of the transmission channel. In fact the signal is 
suffering from the ISI while transmitting through the channel and at the receiver front end white Gaussian noise 
is added. To overcome the effect of the channel, different equalization techniques are used at the receiver end. 
Decision feedback equalizer [4] uses previously detected decisions to eliminate ISI from the received symbol. 
The distortion on the current symbol that is caused by the previous symbol is subtracted. An adaptive decision 
feedback equalizer is designed by using least mean square algorithm. In [1-2] the problem of control algorithms 
for the ISI cancellation is proposed.

The fading and multipath acoustic channel has always been a great impediment to building reliable 
communication systems. Many complex physical phenomena cause the propagating acoustic wave intensity 
and phase to vary temporally and spatially. Thus, one advantage of spatial diversity equalization is its ability to 
improve the limited signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver through coherent combining. The multi-path spread in these 
channels is largely caused by reflections from ocean boundaries and refraction due to sound speed variations as a 
function of depth. Since the degradation in the signal is caused by multipath inter symbol interference (ISI), simply 
increasing the signal-to-noise-ratio will not alleviate the problem. It is well known that coherent equalization 
techniques improve the bandwidth efficiency of the communication system, thus increasing the data rate [6]. 
Equalization techniques are well understood in radio communications [5-7]. A variety of equalization techniques 
are available, such as zero-forcing equalization, minimum mean square error (MMSE) equalization [3]. Decision 
Feedback Equalization (DFE) can be considered an effective technique because it can help to eliminate causal 
ISI in addition to compensating for the channel. When the communication channel is unknown to the designer, 
adaptive equalization techniques can be used to first extract the channel response from a training sequence 
and then compensate the channel distortion in the incoming data symbols [8]. The basic adaptive algorithm is 
least mean square algorithm [9]-[10]. In this paper we proposed two techniques for adaptation process in the 
equalizer. One is normalized least mean square (NLMS) algorithm and another one is Variable step size LMS 
(VSSLMS) for updating the filter coefficients in the equalizer. The performance of these algorithms are taken 
into consideration in terms of bit error rate and signal to noise ratio.

ADAP2tIVE DECISIon FEEDBACK EQUALIZAtIon2. 

A. Linear Equalization (LE)
The most common implementation of the linear equalizer is as a transversal filter as shown in Figure 1. The 
input to the filter is the sequence un of sampled values and the output is the estimate of the current data symbol. 
Each of the 2n + 1 samples are weighted by bi and summed to form the estimate. Formally, the estimate for the 
nth data symbol is

 Jn
i n

n

i n ib u=
= -

-Â  (1)

Typically the symbol estimate Jn  will not exactly represent a data symbol and a decision must be made 
as to which is the nearest data symbol. If the decision results in Jn  that is not identical to the transmitted data 
symbol Jn then a symbol error has occurred. For a simple (non-adaptive) linear equalizer this error will not affect 
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further data symbols. To optimize the filter coefficients some criterion must be used to measure the equalizer 
performance. The optimization of the filter coefficients is also complex. Substantially more tractable criteria 
include the peak distortion criterion and the mean square error criterion, described in the next section.

The structure of a decision feedback equalizer is shown in Figure 2. The equalizer consists of a feed-forward 
and feed back sections, which is identical to the linear equalizer discussed in [14-17]. The feed-forward filter can 
either be symbol spaced or fractionally spaced. The feedback section contains a symbol-by- symbol detector and 
a symbol spaced feedback filter. The feedback section removes ISI due to previously detected symbols.

The equalizer output can be expressed as

 J J 
n

i n
i n i

i

n

i n ib u b= +
= -

-
=

-Â Â
1

0

1

2
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where, Jn  the detected symbol. The equalizer is composed of (n1 + 1) feed-forward taps and n2 feedback taps. 
In contrast to the linear equalizer the decision feedback equalizer is non-linear due to the decision device in the 
feedback path.

Figure 1: Linear equalizer structure

Minimum Mean Square Error Optimization Criterion
The optimization of the filter coefficients (both feed-forward and feedback) can be done with either the peak 
distortion criterion or the mean square error [11-13] criterion. In practice the mean square error criterion is almost 
universally used and thus only the mean square error criterion is discussed here.
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The minimization leads to the following set of equations for the feed-forward coefficients

 
n n

mi i mb h m n
= -

-Â = = - º -
1

0

1 1 0j * , , ,  (3)

where,

 j rmi
l

m

l l m i mih h m i n= + = - º -
=

-

+ -Â
0

0 1 1 0* , , , , ,K  (4)

The coefficients of the feedback filter can be found from the feed-forward coefficients as follows

 b b h n nn
i n

i n i= - = º
= -

-Â
1

0

21 2, , ,  (5)

Provided that the previous decisions are correct and that n2 ≥ M (i.e. the feedback filter length is greater than 
or equal to the channel impulse response length) then the ISI from previously detected symbols can be completely 
removed. In [5] the superiority of the decision feedback equalizer over the linear equalizer is demonstrated for 
a number of different channels.

Figure 2: Adaptive Decision Feedback Equalizer structure

A. Filter Coefficient Update Methods
The optimization of equalizer coefficients was derived. During the derivations it was implicitly assumed that 
the channel characteristics were known. In practice this is rarely the case and often the channel may be time 
varying. In such situations the equalizer must be able to be initially adjustable for the input and, if necessary, 
adapt to time variations. This is called Adaptive decision feedback equalizers shown in Figure 2. Two algorithms 
to achieve this are introduced.

NLMS
NLMS algorithm is another class of adaptive algorithm [18-21] used to train the coefficients of the adaptive 
filter. One of the problems in design and implementation of the LMS adaptive filter is the selection of the step 

size. For the stationary process the LMS algorithm converges in the mean if 0 < S < 2
lmax

 and converges in
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the mean square if 0 < S < 2
tr x( )R

, however, since the Rx is generally unknown then either¸ lmax or Rx,

must be estimated in order to use these bounds.

The bound on the step size for mean-square convergence:

 0 2< <S Tu un n

more over the upper bound is given as

 S S S
Tn
n n nu u u

= = 2  (6)

In overcoming the gradient noise amplification problem associated with the conventional LMS filter, the 
normalized LMS filter [15] introduces a problem of its own, namely the tap input vector un is small, numerical 
difficulties may arise because then we have to divide by a small value for the squared norm. To overcome this 
problem, we modify the above recursion by adding a small positive constant a. The parameter e is set to avoid 
denominator being too small and step size parameter is too big.

Now the step size parameter is written as,

 S S
n

nu
=

+a 2  (7)

where, Sn is a normalized step size with 0 < S < 2. Replacing m in the LMS weight vector update equation with 
Sn leads to the NLMS, which is given as:

 w w
u

e un n
n

n n+ = +1 2
S  (8)

In the LMS algorithm, the correction that is applied wn is proportional to the input vector un is large, the LMS 
algorithm experiences a problem with gradient noise amplification. With the normalization of the LMS step size 
by || un ||

2 in the NLMS algorithm, however, this noise amplification problem is diminished. Although the NLMS 
algorithm bypasses the problem of noise amplification, we are now faced with a similar problem that occur when 
|| un || becomes too small. An alternative is to use the following modification to the NLMS algorithm:

 w w
u

e un n
n

n n+ = +
+

1 2
S

a
 (9)

The update equation of NLMS is a scaled version of that of LMS algorithm. The size of the change to weight 
vector wn is therefore be in inversely proportional to the norm of data vector un. The data vector un with a large 
norm will generally lead to a small change to wn than a vector with a smaller norm. This normalization results 
smaller step size values than conventional LMS. The normalized algorithm usually converges faster than the 
LMS algorithm, since it utilizes a variable convergence factor aiming at the minimization of the instantaneous 
output error.

Hence NLMS is applicable to very high speed application such as biotelemetry. The step size parameter 
S of this algorithm is independent of the input signal power. But this algorithm required more computation to 
evaluate the normalization term || un ||

2. At the same time NLMS requires less a priori information than LMS. 
Thus, the resulting mean-square error of NLMS is larger than that of LMS.
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VSSLMS
A popular approach for the improvement of fixed step-size algorithms is to implement the step-size that is time-
varying in the steepest descent manner. The weight update equation only changes in the sense that now the 
learning parameter m becomes time varying.

So it becomes

 Wn + 1 = Wn + Sn ◊ unen (10)

The update equation of the step-size is given as

 Sn + 1 = d5n + gen
2 (11)

where, 0 < d < 1 and g > 0.

where, Sn is the time-varying step-size. The variable step-size LMS (VSSLMS) [17–20] provides improved 
performance while maintaining the inherent simplicity and robustness of the conventional fixed step-size 
algorithm.

Generally, the approach with VSSLMS is to devise step-size rules that give large steps when the estimated 
error is large and small steps when the error is small, thereby avoiding the trade-off between convergence rate 
and steady-state error for fixed step-size LMS. This mechanism is mostly data-dependent and is implemented 
in an iterative manner (steepest descent). For this reason, there has been a lot of research in the VSSLMS field 
and their stability. The two main aims are to either improve the convergence rate of the algorithm for a given 
Excess Mean-Square Error (EMSE) or to improve the EMSE for a given convergence rate. In terms of the 
convergence rate [21–22], the desired performance enhancement is the speed with which an algorithm attains 
the steady-state. With high data rates, it is a desirable feature of any algorithm to achieve the steady-state in the 
minimum number of iterations. Conversely, in terms of the excess mean-square error, the desired performance 
is to attain lower steady-states at a certain convergence rate. Lower excess mean-square error means the filter 
attains a steady-state error that is closer to the minimum achievable steady-state error, that is, the minimum 
mean-square error. With the advancement of modern digital communication systems, both performance aspects 
are of great importance.

RESULtS AnD DISCUSSIon3. 
Figure 3 compares the BER performance of a linear and a ADFE equalizer. The linear equalizer was contained a 33 
tap ¼ symbol spaced feed-forward equalizer. The ADFE contained a 33 tap ¼ symbol spaced feed-forward and a 32 
tap feedback filter. In both cases the VSSLMS algorithm is used to update the filter coefficients. It can be observed 
that for very low SNR neither equalizer is able to correctly estimate the data symbols. As the SNR increases 
the linear equalizer is able to correctly estimate some of the data symbols. The ADFE continues to have poor 
performance as the large number of incorrect decision feedback and disrupt the equalizer. As the SNR improves 
further the number of incorrect decisions rapidly decreases and the ADFE is able to obtain superior performance.

Figure 4 compares a ADFE using the NLMS and VSSLMS update algorithms. It is clear that the DFE using 
VSSLMS is able to obtain significantly better performance than the ADFE using NLMS.

ConCLUSIon4. 
To remove inter symbol interference in transmitted symbols Adaptive decision feed back equalizers are used. 
Adaptive decision feedback equalizers have less complexity. ADFEs show best results. ADFEs do not allow 
any residual intersymbol interference (ISI). The proposed equalizer is robust and is stable even under channel 
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step changes but it has a higher mean square error. This robustness avoids the overhead of additional training 
symbols, improving the efficiency of the communications and the reducing the time.

Figure 3: BER performances of a linear and ADFE equalizer

Figure 4: Comparing a ADFEs using the nLMS and VSSLMS update algorithms
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